
Rehearsal notes for Area 7 Festival Conference 2018 
For Coppers & Massed 

 
 
COPPERS DIVISION      (conducted by Lee Afdahl) 
 
For the Beauty of the Earth, Childers 
In observing Mr. Childers’ footnotes on page one, we will do all he asks PLUS:  those with larger mallets 
not doing the singing bell technique, may mallet roll on the padded table surface, and measure one may 
last much longer than four counts in order to establish the singing bell sounds.  Bring those rainsticks!  If 
possible, please add the rainsticks again, m. 87 to the end.  On pages 5 and 6, balance the dynamics so 
the HC may be heard more than the HB, mm. 45-60. 
 
How Can I Keep from Singing?, Moklebust 
Please read Cathy’s notes about the Singing Bell assignment at the beginning and near the end.  Note 
the tempo changes at 35, etc., and I will subdivide m. 34.  The section mm. 54-71 is very open writing; 
we may slow a bit to keep it together in massed ringing.  Please add a C3 to the SB for mm. 54-79.  Note 
m. 87, treble bells G5 and up RT, all others mallet. 
 
 
MASSED: 
 
Fantasy on an Irish Tune, Sherman   (conducted by Lee Afdahl) 
Please observe all of Mr. Sherman’s footnotes.  Doubling the top notes does not mean doubling the 
entire chords of the treble clef.  For the ringers’ sake, please mallet the bells below C4 when a Ring 
Touch is called for, as in measures 15 and 23.  M. 74, pluck lift the G3 rather than mart lift.  Mm. 109-
110 call for marts, but only at mezzo piano…. Careful!  Strike the chord in m. 119, immediately bring the 
bell down to one’s side, and elevate the bell as it is shaken throughout those two measures, 119-120.  
Staccato notes on page 16, mm. 121-124, treble clef TD, bass clef mallet bells on table.  M. 125, beat 
two, mallet B-flat 3 rather than RT. 
 
Music of the Spheres, McChesney   (conducted by Lee Afdahl) 
As ringers shake the chords in several places in this arrangement, please encourage whole note, half 
note circular motion to ease the stress on the wrists and arms.  No static position shaking for “healthy 
ringing”!  Notice the staccato bass clef notes below C4 are marked as staccato, therefore, malleted.  
Bells C4 and above are malleted if marked staccato, and marted when the martellato sign is written.  
Omit the “rit.” in m. 73.  I will subdivide m. 78, as we will observe this “rit.”   
 
Passion Prophecy, Moklebust   (conducted by Dave Harris) 
From Cathy Moklebust: Isaiah 53:4-5 is the basis for this musical interpretation of the imagery created by the 
scripture passage, which says, “Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem him 
stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our 
iniquities; the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed.”  The music begins 
somberly, moving to a more intense, driven section, which represents Jesus’ determination to complete the 
gruesome task he has been given in order to fulfill the prophecy.  The music ends calmly, representing the peace 
and healing we have received through Jesus’ Passion. 

 
- For much of the piece, we'll be looking at 2 measure phrases.... so slight crescendo in measure 1, 
decrescendo in measure 2, up in measure 3, back in measure 4, etc. etc. 
- Write in a crescendo starting the middle of measure 26 through the fermata in measure 28.    
- The end of measure 28 (after the fermata) is still slow, the "a tempo" isn't until measure 29. 



- The tempo change in measure 38 is very subtle(quarter = 69, and previously quarter was = 66), so the 
accelerando in measure 37 is not that big of a deal.  
- Relative to the chords in the random ringing in measures 50 through 58:  The chords should change 
over a few seconds, try not to have all ringers change notes at the same time … let one chord slowly 
“evolve” into the next.    
- Change the "R" to an "LV" in measures 53, 55 and 57.  
- Between measures 53 and 56 – there will basically be a fermata in each measure (I will not count beats 
throughout these measures, just cues for the next approaching chord or phrase). 
- The molto ritard in measure 75 won’t start until beat 2. 
- I find this piece to be very powerful, and is one of my favorites to do in a massed setting.   I hope you 
find it enjoyable as well.   
 
Toccata on King's Weston, Compton   (conducted by Dave Harris) 
From Matt Compton:  The retrograde melody in the second verse is obviously important to point out, but it’s 
already in the music there.  What I’ve found with my arrangement is that many people seem hesitant to take the 
piece at tempo or even faster, especially if they’re capable of doing so. When I’ve directed the piece, I’ve given the 
Bb4C5 chimes in the second verse because that ringer is a fairly active position and when the B4C5 chimes are 
playing the AB5 position isn’t playing. 

 
- In some printings of this piece, the high 8th note on beat 3 of measure 3 is an F7, and should be D7 (so 
you have D6 and D7 in octaves).  Some printings are correct. 
- put an accent in the treble on the following shakes - beat 2& of measures 102, 104, 106 and 108 
- in measure 109 - strike the chord with a sfz, then crescendo through measure 110. 


